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Blockchain systems often use public keys or addresses as pseudonym accounts to protect
the identity of users. However, as the blockchain system is transparent, an adversary can
analyze all the public keys or addresses and obtain some real information about users,
making the pseudonymmechanism ineffective. CryptoNote V2.0 is the first blockchain sys-
tem to introduce a one-time address technology to enable the true anonymity of a user. But
it does not have rigorous security proof. Moreover, due to application requirements, for one
thing, users need anonymity. For another, administrators need to trace the identity of
anonymous users. Therefore, a traceable one-time address scheme for the interactive sys-
tem of digital museum items is proposed to fulfill these concerns. It allows the recipient to
receive transactions anonymously, and a supervisor can trace the identity of a user effi-
ciently. Two security models are defined and two corresponding instances are constructed.
We prove that our instances are secure in IND-PK-CPA/IND-PK-CCA mode, respectively.
Analysis and experiments show that the proposed schemes are effective in tracing the
long-term identity of a recipient. Finally, the challenges of user privacy protection are
enhanced with the advancement of the integration of digital museum asset interactions
with blockchain. We build a blockchain system for Digital Museum assets and implement
our two scheme instances in it. The system can integrate museum heritage resources
around the world, share data based on blockchain, provide a large number of interactions
and collections, and achieve large-scale exhibitions.

� 2023 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In 2010, a museum data interaction project, which includes nine museums in the United States as well as OCLC (Online
Computer Library Center) research, was established with funding from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation. This project uses
the CDWA Lite data-sharing technique and models the data exchange process by creating research aggregations. CDWA Lite
is an XML format based on CDWA and CCO for describing core records for works of art and material culture. CDWA Lite
records were designed to contribute to union catalogs and other repositories using the Open Archives Initiative harvesting
protocol. The OCLC is a nonprofit membership organization that encourages libraries worldwide to work together. OCLC ser-
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vices are used by over 54,000 libraries in 109 countries to search, purchase, categorize, lend, and preserve print and elec-
tronic library holdings. Anyone can access the bibliographic, abstract, and full-text databases of OCLC. The interaction of dig-
ital museum assets could change cultural heritage management and even the distribution of cultural resources worldwide
[1]. Thus, museums should strengthen their cooperation for digital collection resources complementation and sharing and
then select and display collections in different themes. Designing exhibitions on an unprecedented scale through big data
sharing allows for the integration of heritage resources worldwide and enables a variety of interpretations and presentations
of collections [2].

Continuous research into the integration of digital museum asset interaction with blockchain still revealed shortcomings
in the widespread application of blockchain, especially the challenges for user identity and privacy protection. Blockchain
provides privacy protection for the identities of traders by using public keys or addresses as pseudonyms and account num-
bers of users. However, the pseudonym mechanism offers only weak anonymity [3]; together with the transparency of
blockchain transactions, anyone can draw information regarding the transactions of a user by analysis and observation [4].

A pseudonym is an anonymous certificate system that does not provide any information regarding the true identity of a
user. On-demand pseudonyms can be produced or pre-generated. Numerous studies on inferring private information regard-
ing transaction users based on blockchain transaction records have emerged. For instance, Androulaki et al. [5] designed a
simulation experiment to match blockchain addresses to the physical identities of users, which essentially achieved an accu-
racy rate of 42% through clustering techniques of transactional user behavior.

Monaco [6] developed an analytical model based on 12 parameters, such as transaction interval and amount flow, to ana-
lyze the transaction pattern of users. This model successfully recognized the real identity of users with up to 62% accuracy.
Meanwhile, decentralization of the blockchain bypasses the regulation of existing organizations or institutions. For regula-
tory authorities, identifying the owner of each transaction account on blockchain systems and all its relevant accounts is nec-
essary, whereas available anonymity mechanisms complicate the establishment of such an association. The Bitcoin
blockchain is a public ledger, as suggested by its name.

Marian [7] encouraged users to mark their identification numbers to increase the probability of successfully detecting and
sanctioning suspicious users of illegal transactions. A suspicious transaction increases the apprehension or suspicion of a
reporting entity regarding the transaction due to its unusual character or circumstances or the person or group of people
participating in the transaction. Anonymity and traceability are the most essential and central features of the blockchain
mechanism; thus, regulation at the legal system level cannot fundamentally prevent the risk of blockchain systems. The pri-
vate blockchain is an example of a centralized blockchain system because it is controlled by a single group or organization.
By contrast, a public blockchain is decentralized. The key to developing and promoting blockchain applications for digital
museum collections is technically enabling user identity tracking for anonymous blockchain addresses and allowing regu-
lators to supervise blockchain transactions effectively [8]. Anonymous identity ensures the unlinkability and anonymity
of the transactions of genuine users while also making those considered malicious or doubtful accordingly.

CryptoNote V2.0 [9] is the first one-time address technology. This technology generally enables a sender to initiate a
transaction to a one-time address. The scheme includes the following four steps. First, the sender uses the long-time public
key of the receiver to calculate a one-time beneficiary address and pays some amount to the one-time address. Second, the
sender sends the one-time address to the receiver. Third, the receiver calculates a correct one-time private key correspond-
ing to the one-time beneficiary address. Fourth, the receiver can take a ring signature based on the one-time private key to
obtain payment in this transaction system. Therefore, Bob can receive a payment associated with a one-time address that is
unlinkable to any adversary or supervisor.

However, in supervisable blockchain systems [10,11], protecting not only the identity privacy of receivers but also tracing
their identity is necessary [12]. Therefore, a traceable scheme is proposed for a one-time address generation of blockchain
systems. The proposed scheme inherits the advantage of the one-time address technology of CryptoNote V2.0, that is, both
parties can independently generate the one-time address to realize the anonymous receiver. The property of identity tracing
for the receiver, which is essential in supervisable blockchain systems, is also realized.

Our contributions. A traceable one-time address scheme is proposed in this paper to provide anonymity for receivers and
traceability for the system supervisor in blockchain systems. In the proposed scheme, the anonymity of receivers is equal to
CryptoNote V2.0 because each one-time address of a receiver appeared only once. Moreover, a supervisor who can trace the
identity of each receiver exists in blockchain systems, which is different from CryptoNote V2.0. CryptoNote is a cryptocur-
rency application layer technology that attempts to tackle certain Bitcoin difficulties. A security model is defined for the
traceable one-time address scheme, and its security in the security model is strictly proven. The proposed scheme is imple-
mented in C programming language; its speed is also tested and compared with CryptoNote V2.0.

Specifically, the following contributions are presented.

� A traceable one-time address scheme is introduced. The core principle of the proposed scheme is that the sender embeds
long-time public keys of the receiver and the supervisor when generating a one-time address for a receiver. Therefore, the
receiver can accurately compute the corresponding one-time private key by using the one-time public key and long-time
private key. The system supervisor can also trace the identity of the receiver.

� The proposed one-time address scheme is similar to public encryption schemes, such as ElGamal encryption; thus, we
define a security model in a similar way. The proposed two scheme instances are proven to be secure in the defined secu-
rity models.
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� The traceable one-time address scheme is implemented and its performance is evaluated and compared with CryptoNote
V2.0. Besides, analyses and experimental test results show that the proposed scheme is efficient in tracing the identity of
an anonymous user. Finally, We build a blockchain system for Digital Museum assets and implement our two scheme
instances in it.

Paper organization. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews some related works. Section 3
represents an alliance chain architecture for digital museum asset trading. Section 4 provides some preliminaries. Section 5
presents two concrete instances for the traceable one-time address scheme. Section 6 formally defines a security model as
well as strict security proof. Section 7 compares the proposed scheme with the one-time address of CryptoNote V2.0 in func-
tion and computational complexity. Section 8 gives some experimental test results of the proposed scheme and the one-time
address scheme of CryptoNote V2.0. Section 9 concludes the paper.
2. Related works

In blockchain systems, there are 4 typical technologies in identity privacy protection, including Zero-Knowledge Succinct
Non-Interactive Argument of Knowledge (zk-SNARKs), mixed coin protocols, ring signatures, and one-time address
technology.

zk-SNARKs [13–18] and some schemes [19–24] were proposed to achieve anonymous payments. In Zerocoin, validators
do not have to check the validity of a digital signature in each transaction but must validate whether a payment belongs to a
list of valid payments. The origin of the payment cannot be unlinked from previous transactions, thus preventing transaction
graph analyses. However, the destination and the amounts of payments can still be revealed. Zerocash was then proposed to
address the destination and leakage problems of amounts. The cryptographic components of Zerocash must be properly
implemented to verify that the zk-SNARKs, which is the ‘‘heaviest” component, are sufficiently efficient in reality. The Zero-
cash uses the zk-SNARKs to hide transaction amounts and the destination. However, zk-SNARKs has relatively high compu-
tational complexity and long proof compared with the one-time address. Traceability is also not implemented in zk-SNARKs.

Mixed coin protocols [25] provide privacy protection by transferring payments from an input set of transaction addresses
to an output set of transaction addresses such that linking the input with the output address is difficult. Mixcoin [26] pro-
vides mixing services by adding a trusted third party. However, the trusted third party may be malicious because one can
steal coins of users and destroy their privacy. The theft behavior can be detected by users but cannot be prevented. Blindcoin
[27] improves on Mixcoin by preserving the privacy of users against the mixing service. However, similar to Mixcoin, theft
cannot still be prevented. If two-thirds of the honest third parties are really honest, then CoinParty [28] is secure. CoinParty is
secure as long as two-thirds of the mixing parties are honest, but the theft problems remain unsolved. Finally, the problem of
coin theft was solved by CoinJoin [29] and CoinShuffle [30].

CoinShuffle is a decentralized Bitcoin mixing technology that enables users to use Bitcoin anonymously. CoinJoin is a
method for facilitating anonymous Bitcoin transactions over the internet. CoinJoin is a multiparty Bitcoin transaction, in
which all participants put in and get the same amount of Bitcoin. However, the addresses are disorganized in the transaction,
complicating the tracing of the origin of Bitcoins. Similar to CoinShuffle, Meiklejohn et al. [31] provided rigorous proof of
anonymity for their scheme. Overall, the assumption of a trusted third party is too strong, which is unfit in blockchain sys-
tems. Moreover, the bottlenecks of system performance include computing power and scheduling capability of the trusted
third party. Furthermore, anonymity in mixing technologies is relatively low because an adversary can conduct data analysis
to brute force cracking. However, a polynomial-time adversary cannot break the proposed scheme.

Monero and many other ring signature schemes [32–38] are proposed to achieve signer anonymity and signature linka-
bility. In these ring signature schemes, validators must use multiple public keys to validate a signature without knowing
which public key belongs to the real signer. However, if a signer generates two signatures using the same transaction, then
the two signatures will be linked. By contrast, Saberhagen Van Saberhagen [9] proposed a one-time address technology to
hide transaction receivers which has been elaborated on in the Introduction. However, their scheme lacks a security model
and formal security proof compared with the proposed scheme.

In blockchain systems, linkable ring signatures are insufficient because a supervisor needs to trace each sender. Therefore,
the traceable ring signature scheme [39] was proposed. A traceable ring method is similar to a ring signature, with the excep-
tion that it can limit ‘‘extreme” anonymity. The traceable ring signature features a tag that includes a list of ring members as
well as issues, such as a social gathering or an election. Similarly, the supervisor cannot trace each receiver in the one-time
address technology. Therefore, the traceable one-time address scheme is proposed to achieve identity privacy protection and
supervision of the receiver.
3. System architecture

Alliance chain architecture for digital museum asset trading is represented in Fig. 1, in which two museums, such as A and
B, are considered. The data exchange between museums A and B takes place on the museum data exchange platform. First,
the content is created from museum A. The write-in new block is then transferred to the data exchange platform. Further-
more, the distributed storage platform transfers the digital asset filing and returns rights filing from the regulator of digital
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Fig. 1. Alliance chain architecture for digital museum assets trading.
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museum collections. Resource retrieval and transaction regulation are also transferred from museum B to the data exchange
platform. Distributed storage offers a unique disaster recovery policy for applications of users. The adoption of a fully hybrid
cloud is easy with a highly available storage cluster that spans different data centers or clouds. The alliance chain architec-
ture of the digital museum is defined by considering two museums A and B, which will share data via a data exchange plat-
form. As used by the museum, a distributed storage platform is an architecture that can spread data over numerous physical
servers and typically across different data centers. A digital transaction is a method of conducting business without the use of
cash. A digital transaction entails the cooperation of numerous stakeholders, including significant financial institutions and a
variety of economic sectors. The digital museum collection regulator is used for the transaction process with the interme-
diate of the distributed storage system.

1.1–1.5: Process of ownership confirming for digital museum collections
2.1–2.6: A trading process of access rights for digital museum collections
3.1–3.6: Infringement deposition process for digital museum collections

� The roles of users include museums, token institutions, and regulators.
� Regulator: assessing and enforcing access and regulating data and transactions. The platform builder selects a body with
the appropriate credibility/ qualifications as a regulator based on the law.

� Museum: uploading data, saving tokens and executing transactions, and exchanging.
� Token institution: issuing trading tokens.

4. Preliminaries

Before presenting the traceable one-time address scheme, a few concepts and a scheme related to the proposed one are
first reviewed.
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� Discrete Logarithm Problem. Given any two group elements of a group G;G0 2 G, finding an integer n 2 Z� is intractable
such that the following equation holds:
G0 ¼ n � G

� Computational Diffie-Hellman Problem. Given three group elements of a group G; a � G; b � G 2 G; a; b 2 Z, finding an ele-
ment G0 2 G is intractable for any polynomial-time algorithm such that the following equation holds:
G0 ¼ ab � G

� Decision Diffie-Hellman Problem. Given four group elements G; a � G; b � G; c � G 2 G, outputting a correct judgment is
intractable for any polynomial-time algorithm: if c ¼ ab, then True else False is outputted. If True is outputted, then
the quadruple ðG; a � G; b � G; c � GÞ are DDH tuples.

Fig. 2 shows the process of the one-time address generation. Alice and Bob can compute the same Diffie-Hellman session
key by using their private message, respectively. Alice computes the one-time address with the shared secret key and a ran-
dom number r. She sends the address P0 and a random elliptic curve point R to Bob.

1. A sender (Alice), wants to take a transaction to a receiver, called Bob. Then, Bob sends his long-time public key PK ¼ ðA;BÞ
to Alice.

2. Alice selects a random number r 2 ½1; l� 1� and computes a one-time public key as follows
P :¼ hashðr � AÞ � Gþ B

3. Alice uses P as the one-time public key for the output and an auxiliary value R ¼ r � G. The one-time address AddrOneTime of

Bob comprises a one-time public key P and an auxiliary value R
AddrOneTime
Bob ¼ ðP;RÞ

Notably, each receiver has different long-time public keys ðAi;BiÞ; i ¼ 1; . . .n. The sender can even use the same random
number r to create many different one-time addresses for different receivers

Pi :¼ hashðr � AiÞ � Gþ Bi; i ¼ 1; . . .n

However, considering multiple transactions to the same receiver, the sender must use a different random number r0.
P0 :¼ hashðr0 � AÞ � Gþ B

Otherwise, the generated one-time address will be repeated P0 ¼ P.
4. Alice broadcasts the transaction to the blockchain system, and sends the auxiliary value R to Bob.

5. Fig. 3 shows that Bob can compute the one-time private key skOneTime by using his first half of the long-time private key a
P0 :¼ hashða � RÞ � Gþ B

As the following equation holds

a � R ¼ ar � G ¼ r � A
Bob can compute the corresponding one-time public key P0 ¼ P correctly.

6. Bob takes the corresponding one-time private key as input and the second part of his long-time private key and computes
as follows:
skOneTime
:¼ hashða � RÞ þ b

Thus, he can check the following equation
Fig. 2. CryptoNote V2.0 one-time address generation model.
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Fig. 3. CryptoNote V2.0 one-time private key generation model.
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P ¼ PKOneTime ¼ skOneTime � G:
Therefore, he can take payment at any time by signing a transaction using this one-time private key skOneTime.

Algorithm1: one-time address generation process

1: Input: sender = Alice, receiver = Bob,

2: one-time address AddrOneTime,
3: long-time public key PK ¼ ðA;BÞ.
4: select randomly r 2 ½1; l� 1�
5: generate a one-time public key P :¼ hashðr � AÞ � Gþ B
6: Compute auxiliary value R :¼ r � G
7: For each ðAi;BiÞ; i ¼ 1; . . . n
8: Evaluate the one-time address of the receiver

9: AddrOneTime
Bob ¼ ðP;RÞ

10: create a one-time address for different receivers
11: Pi :¼ hashðr � AiÞ � Gþ Bi; i ¼ 1; . . .n
12: If(multiple transactions ! same receiver)
13: P0 :¼ hashðr0 � AÞ � Gþ B
14: Else
15: generate one-time address P0 ¼ P
16: End if
17: End for
18: For each receiver
19: If(private input = one-time private key)

20: Compute skOneTime
:¼ hashða � RÞ þ b

21: Check P ¼¼ PKOneTime ¼¼ skOneTime � G
22: Transaction using the one-time private key skOneTime

23: end if
24: end for
5. Proposed schemes

Two instances are presented for the traceable one-time address scheme.

5.1. First instance

The concrete construction of the first traceable one-time address scheme, namely Setup, KeyGen, OnetimeAddrGen,
OnetimeSKGen, IdentityTracing, SenderStatistics, and ReceiverStatistics, is as follows.
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� Setup. The elliptic curve equation is y2 ¼ x3 þ axþ b, where O is the identity element of the curve, G is a base point of
prime order on the elliptic curve, and n is the multiplicative order of the point G. The order n of the base point G must
be prime. LetG be the elliptic curve group. Assuming (that) any element of the ring Z=nZ is invertible is reasonable; there-
fore, Z=nZ must be a field. Hash function hash1 : f0;1g� ! Zn;hash2 : G ! Zn. The system parameters are
SP ¼ ða; b;G;G;n;hash1;hash2Þ

� KeyGen. User 1, a sender of the system, randomly chooses a1; b1 2 Z�

n, and computes as follows
A1 :¼ a1 � G;
B1 :¼ b1 � G

The long-time private key of the sender is sk1 ¼ ða1; b1Þ, and his long-time public key is PK1 ¼ ðA1;B1Þ.
Similarly, user 2 is a receiver of the system, in which the long-time private key is sk2 ¼ ða2; b2Þ, and his long-time public
key is PK2 ¼ ðA2;B2Þ. The following is required:

A2 ¼ a2 � G;
B2 ¼ b2 � G

User 3 is a supervisor of the system, in which the long-time private key is sk3 ¼ ða3; b3Þ, and his long-time public key is
PK3 ¼ ðA3;B3Þ. The following is required:

A3 ¼ a3 � G;
B3 ¼ b3 � G

All these long-time public keys can be linked with their identities.
� OnetimeAddrGen. The sender takes as input a random number r1 2 Z�

n, the first part of his long-time private key a1, the
long-time public key of the receiver PK2 ¼ ðA2;B2Þ, the first part of the long-time public key A3 of the supervisor, and com-
putes as follows
r2 :¼ hash1ðr1; a1 � A2Þ;
r3 :¼ hash2ðr2 � A3Þ;

R :¼ r2 � G;
PKOneTime

2 :¼ r3 � Gþ Rþ B2

Let Addr ¼ ðPKOneTime
2 ;R; r1Þ be the one-time address of the receiver, where ðR; r1Þ are auxiliary information, and PKOneTime

2 is
the one-time public key of the receiver. The sender can pay to this one-time address of the receiver, and sends the first
part of his long-time public key A1 to the receiver privately. In each transaction, if the receiver uses a new one-time
address Addr, then an adversary cannot trace his long-time public key in polynomial time. A probabilistic polynomial-
time algorithm can only perform a polynomial number of operations, including at most a polynomial number of coin flips.
The above calculation is dual. The receiver can also generate his one-time address on his own. Specifically, the receiver
takes as input a random number r10 2 Z�

n, his long-time private key sk2 ¼ ða2; b2Þ, the first part of the long-time public key
A1 of the sender, the first part of the long-time public key A3 of the supervisor, and computes as follows

r20 :¼ hash1ðr10; a2 � A1Þ;
r30 :¼ hash2ðr20 � A3Þ;

R :¼ r20 � G;
PKOneTime

2 :¼ r30 � Gþ Rþ B2

Therefore, the sender and the receiver can generate the one-time address. However, only the receiver can accurately gen-
erate the corresponding one-time private key. Additional information will be provided later.

� OnetimeSKGen. The receiver takes as input his long-time private key sk2 ¼ ða2; b2Þ, the one-time address

Addr ¼ ðPKOneTime
2 ;R; r1Þ, the first part of the long-time public keys of the receiver A1 and the supervisor A3, and computes

as follows
r2 :¼ hash1ðr1; a2 � A1Þ;
r3 :¼ hash2ðr2 � A3Þ;

skOneTime
2 :¼ r3 þ r2 þ b2

The receiver accepts the transaction if the following two equations hold

R ¼¼ r2 � G
PKOneTime

2 ¼¼ skOneTime
2 � G

These two checks ensure that R and PKOneTime
2 are correct in the one-time address Addr. Therefore, skOneTime

2 computed by

the receiver is the correct one-time private key corresponding to the one-time public key PKOneTime
2 .
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� IdentityTracing. The supervisor takes as input the first part of his long-time private key a3 and the one-time address

Addr ¼ ðPKOneTime
2 ;R; r1Þ, and computes as follows
r3 :¼ hash2ða3 � RÞ;
B2 :¼ PKOneTime

2 � R� r3 � G
Therefore, the supervisor can trace the long-time public key B2 of the receiver by using the one-time address Addr and his
long-time private key a3.

� SenderStatistics. The sender according to the trade of digital signature to find the one-time address

Addr ¼ ðPKOneTime
2 ;R;R1Þ, takes as input his private key a1, the long-term public key of the intended recipient, ða2;B2Þ.

The local long-term public key of the regulator A3 is calculated as follows
r2 :¼ H1ðr1; a1 � A2Þ;
r3 :¼ H2ðr2 � A3Þ

Check if the following equation is holds

R ¼¼ r2 � G
B2 ¼¼ PKOneTime

2 � r3 � G� R

If yes, accept, otherwise reject. Therefore, the sender can use his long-term private key a1 and the one-time address Addr
to verify whether the long-term public key B2 of the target receiver is correct. Therefore, he can trace the identity of the
receiver and realize the identity statistics of recipients.

� ReceiverStatistics. The receiver takes as input his long-time private key a2and his long-time public key B2, the long-time
public key a1of the sender, the long-time public key a3of the supervision, and the one-time address

Addr ¼ ðPKOneTime
2 ;R;R1Þ, computes as follows
r2 :¼ H1ðr1; a2 � A1Þ;
r3 :¼ H2ðr2 � A3Þ;

Check if the following equation is holds

R ¼¼ r2 � G
B2 ¼¼ PKOneTime

2 � r3 � G� R

If yes, then accept, otherwise reject. Therefore, the receiver can use his long-time private key a2 and one-time address
Addr to verify whether the long-time public key of the sender is A1. Therefore he can trace the identity of the sender
and realize the identity statistics of senders.
Theorem 1. Only the corresponding receiver can compute correctly the one-time private key according to the one-time public key
generated by the sender.
Proof 1. The expression of the two random numbers computed by the sender is as follows
r2 :¼ hash1ðr1; a1 � A2Þ ¼ hash1ðr1; a1a2 � GÞ;
r3 :¼ hash2ðr2 � A3Þ
By contrast, the two random numbers computed by the receiver are as follows
~r2 :¼ hash1ðr1; a2 � A1Þ ¼ hash1ðr1; a2a1 � GÞ;
~r3 :¼ hash2ðr2 � A3Þ
Therefore, the following equations hold
r2 ¼¼ ~r2
r3 ¼¼ ~r3
Consequently, the sender and the receiver can compute the same random numbers from different angles, because r1 is a
public component in the one-time address Addr.

The one-time public key of the receiver computed by the sender is as follows
PKOneTime
2 :¼ r3 � Gþ Rþ B2
The one-time private key of the receiver computed by the receiver is as follows
skOneTime
2 :¼ r3 þ r2 þ b2
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Therefore, the following equation is presented
skOneTime
2 � G ¼ ðr3 þ r2 þ b2Þ � G

¼ r3 � Gþ Rþ B2 ¼ PKOneTime
2

Thus, the one-time private key generated by the receiver corresponds to the one-time public key generated by the sender.

Moreover, as the one-time private key skOneTime
2 is the sum of r3; r2 and b2, although the sender and the supervisor

compute r3, they cannot compute the second part of the long-time private key of the receiver b2. Therefore, only the receiver

can compute skOneTime
2 , which means the amount paid to the one-time address Addr can only be spent by the receiver. This

completes the proof of Theorem 1. h

Algorithm2: one-time private key of the receiver

1: Input: one-time private key skOneTime
2

2: Output: one-time public key generated by the sender
3: For each sender
4: Compute random numbers r2; r3
5: For each receiver
6: Compute random number ~r2;~r3
7: If (r2 ¼¼ ~r2; r3 ¼¼ ~r3)
8: one-time public key ! sender

9: PKOneTime
2 :¼ r3 � Gþ Rþ B2

10: one-time private key ! receiver

11: skOneTime
2 :¼ r3 þ r2 þ b2

12: End if
13: End for
14: End for

Theorem 2. The supervisor can trace correctly the long-time public key, that is, identification of the receiver from the one-time
public key by using the first part of his long-time private key a3.
Proof 2. The expression of r3 and R computed by the sender is as follows
r3 ¼ hash2ðr2 � A3Þ ¼ hash2ðr2a3 � GÞ

By contrast, the expression of r3 can also be computed by the supervisor, because R is a public component in the one-time

address Addr.
~r3 ¼ hash2ða3 � RÞ ¼ hash2ða3r2 � GÞ

Therefore, we have
~r3 ¼ r3
The long-time public key of the sender computed by the supervisor is
B2 :¼ PKOneTime
2 � R� r3 � G
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. h
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Algorithm3: traceability of the supervisor

1: Input: long-time private key a3
2: Output: identity the receiver from the one-time public key
3: For each transaction
4: Evaluate r3 :¼ hash2ðr2 � A3Þ ¼ hash2ðr2a3 � GÞ
5: Compute one-time address Addr
6: ~r3 :¼ hash2ða3 � RÞ ¼ hash2ða3r2 � GÞ
7: If(~r3 ¼¼ r3)
8: The long-time public key of the sender computed by the supervisor

9: B2 :¼ PKOneTime
2 � R� r3 � G

10: End if
11: End for
12: Return: completes the proof
5.2. Second instance

The repetition with the above scheme is omitted and started directly with the one-time address generation step.

� OneTimeAddrGen. The sender takes as input two random numbers r1;q 2 Z�
n, the first part of his long-time private key a1,

the long-time public key of the receiver PK2 ¼ ðA2;B2Þ,and the first part of the long-time public key A3 of the supervisor.
The following computation is presented:
r2 :¼ hash1ðr1; a1 � A2Þ;
r3 :¼ hash2ðr2 � A3Þ;

y1 :¼ hash2ðr3 � GÞ � q;
R :¼ r2 � G;

PKOneTime
2 :¼ q � Gþ Rþ B2

y2 :¼ hash1ðr3; y1;q;B2;PK
OneTime
2 Þ

Let Addr ¼ ðPKOneTime
2 ;R; y1; y2; r1Þ be the one-time address of the receiver, where ðR; y1; y2; r1Þ are auxiliary information,

and PKOneTime
2 is the one-time public key of the receiver. The sender can pay to this one-time address of the receiver,

and sends the first part of his long-time public key A1 to the receiver privately. In each transaction, if the receiver uses
a new one-time address Addr, then an adversary cannot trace his long-time public key in polynomial time. A probabilistic
polynomial-time algorithm can only perform a polynomial number of operations, including at most a polynomial number
of coin flips.
The above calculation has the property of duality. The receiver can also generate his one-time address on his own. Specif-
ically, the receiver takes as input two random numbers r10;q0 2 Z�

n, his long-time private key sk2 ¼ ða2; b2Þ, the first part of
the long-time public key A1 of the sender, and the first part of the long-time public key A3 of the supervisor. The following
computation is presented:

r20 :¼ hash1ðr10; a2 � A1Þ;
r30 :¼ hash2ðr20 � A3Þ;

y10 :¼ hash2ðr30 � GÞ � q0;
R0 :¼ r20 � G;

PKOneTime
2 0 :¼ q0 � Gþ R0 þ B2

y2 :¼ hash1ðr30; y10;q0; B2; PK
OneTime
2 0Þ

Let Addr ¼ ðPKOneTime
2 0;R0; y10; y20; r10Þ. Therefore, the sender and the receiver can generate the one-time address, but only

the receiver can accurately generate the corresponding one-time private key. Additional discussion will be provided later.
� OnetimeSKGen. The receiver checks the structure of the one-time address
y2 ¼¼ hash1ðr3; y1;q;B2;PK
OneTime
2 Þ

If incorrect, then reject; otherwise takes as input his long-time private key sk2 ¼ ða2; b2Þ, the one-time address

Addr ¼ ðPKOneTime
2 ;R; y1; y2; r1Þ, the first part of the long-time public keys of the receiver A1 and the supervisor A3. Then,

computes as follows:
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r2 :¼ hash1ðr1; a2 � A1Þ;
r3 :¼ hash2ðr2 � A3Þ;

q :¼ hash2ðr3 � GÞ � y1
skOneTime

2 :¼ qþ r2 þ b2

The receiver accepts the transaction if the following two equations hold

R ¼¼ r2 � G
PKOneTime

2 ¼¼ skOneTime
2 � G

These two consistency checks ensure that the one-time address Addr was generated correctly. If the equation holds, then

the one-time private key skOneTime
2 calculated by the receiver corresponds to the one-time public key PKOneTime

2 .
� IdentityTracing. The supervisor takes as input the first part of his long-time private key a3 and the one-time address

Addr ¼ ðPKOneTime
2 ;R; y1; y2; r1Þ.Then, computes as follows
r3 :¼ hash2ða3 � RÞ;
q :¼ hash2ðr3 � GÞ � y1

B2 :¼ PKOneTime
2 � q � G� R

Therefore, the supervisor can trace the long-time public key B2 of the receiver by using the one-time address Addr and his
long-time private key a3.

� SenderStatistics. According to the trade of digital signature to find the one-time address Addr ¼ ðPKOneTime
2 ;R; y1; y2; r1Þ,

the sender takes as input his private key a1, and the long-term public key of the intended recipient, ða2;B2Þ. The local
long-term public key of the regulator A3 is calculated as follows:
r2 :¼ hash1ðr1; a1 � A2Þ;
r3 :¼ hash2ðr2 � A3Þ;

q :¼ hash2ðr3 � GÞ � y1

Check if the following equation is holds

R ¼¼ r2 � G
B2 ¼¼ PKOneTime

2 � q � G� R

If yes, then accept, otherwise reject. Therefore, the sender can use his long-term private key a1 and the one-time address
Addr to verify whether the long-term public key B2 of the target receiver is correct. Therefore, he can trace the identity of
the receiver and realize the identity statistics of recipients.

� ReceiverStatistics. The receiver takes as input his long-time private key a2and his long-time public key B2, the long-time
public key a1of the sender, the long-time public key a3of the supervision, and the one-time address

Addr ¼ ðPKOneTime
2 ;R; y1; y2; r1Þ. The following computation is presented:
r2 :¼ hash1ðr1; a2 � A1Þ;
r3 :¼ hash2ðr2 � A3Þ;

q :¼ hash2ðr3 � GÞ � y1

Check if the following equation is holds

R ¼¼ r2 � G
B2 ¼¼ PKOneTime

2 � q � G� R

If yes, then accept; otherwise reject. Therefore, the receiver can use his long-time private key a2 and one-time address
Addr to verify whether the long-time public key of the sender is A1. Therefore he can trace the identity of the sender
and realize the identity statistics of senders.
Theorem 3. Only the corresponding receiver can correctly compute the one-time private key according to the one-time public key
generated by the sender.
Proof 3. The random number r1in one-time address Addr is public, and the sender calculation of two random numbers
r2; r3as follows
r2 :¼ hash1ðr1; a1 � A2Þ ¼ hash1ðr1; a1a2 � GÞ;
r3 :¼ hash2ðr2 � A3Þ
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By contrast, the two random numbers computed by the receiver are as follows ~r2;~r3
~r2 :¼ hash1ðr1; a2 � A1Þ ¼ hash1ðr1; a2a1 � GÞ;
~r3 :¼ hash2ðr2 � A3Þ
Therefore, we have
r2 ¼¼ ~r2
r3 ¼¼ ~r3
Therefore, the sender and the receiver can calculate the random number r2; r3 from different angles. Thus, the receiver can
correctly calculate as follows
q :¼ hash2ðr3 � GÞ � y1
The one-time public key of the receiver is calculated by the sender as follows
PKOneTime
2 :¼ q � Gþ Rþ B2
The corresponding one-time private key calculated by the receiver as follows
skOneTime
2 :¼ qþ r2 þ b2
The following discrete logarithm relationship holds
skOneTime
2 � G ¼ ðqþ r2 þ b2Þ � G
¼ q � Gþ Rþ B2 ¼ PKOneTime

2

Therefore, the one-time private key skOneTime
2 calculated by the receiver has a discrete logarithmic relationship with the

one-time public key PKOneTime
2 generated by the sender.

Moreover, as the one-time private key skOneTime
2 is the sum of r3; r2 and b2, although the sender and the supervisor

compute r3, they cannot compute the second part of the long-time private key of the receiver b2. Therefore, only the receiver

can compute skOneTime
2 , which means the amount paid to the one-time address Addr can only be spent by the receiver. This

completes the proof of Theorem 3. h

Algorithm4: one-time key generation

1: Input: one-time private key skOneTime
2

2: Output: one-time public key generated by the sender
3: For each sender
4: Compute random numbers r2; r3
5: For each receiver
6: Compute random number ~r2;~r3
7: If(r2 ¼¼ ~r2; r3 ¼¼ ~r3)
8: Both q :¼ hash2ðr3 � GÞ � y1
9: one-time public key ! sender

10: PKOneTime
2 :¼ q � Gþ Rþ B2

11: one-time private key ! receiver

12: skOneTime
2 :¼ qþ r2 þ b2

13: End if
14: End for
15: End for

Theorem 4. The supervisor can correctly trace the long-time public key, that is, the identity of the receiver from the one-time
public key by using the first part of his long-time private key a3.
Proof 4. The expression of r3 and R computed by the sender is as follows
r3 ¼ hash2ðr2 � A3Þ ¼ hash2ðr2a3 � GÞ
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By contrast, since the auxiliary information R is publicly available in the one-time address Addr, the supervisor can also
calculate the random number r3 as follows
~r3 :¼ hash2ða3 � RÞ ¼ hash2ða3r2 � GÞ

The following equation holds ~r3 ¼¼ r3
Therefore, the supervisor can calculate as follows
q :¼ hash2ðr3 � GÞ � y1
Thus, the supervisor can compute the long-term public key of the receiver from the one-time address.
B2 :¼ PKOneTime
2 � q � G� R
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. h

Algorithm5: traceability of the sender

1: Input: long-time private key a3
2: Output: identity the receiver from the one-time public key
3: For each transaction
4: Evaluate r3 :¼ hash2ðr2 � A3Þ ¼ hash2ðr2a3 � GÞ
5: Compute one-time address Addr
6: ~r3 :¼ hash2ða3 � RÞ ¼ hash2ða3r2 � GÞ
7: If(~r3 ¼¼ r3)
8: The long-time public key of the sender computed by the supervisor
9: q :¼ hash2ðr3 � GÞ � y1
10: B2 :¼ PKOneTime

2 � q � G� R
11: End if
12: End for
13: Return: completes the proof
6. Security

6.1. Security model

Indistinguishability against chosen-plaintext attacks (IND-CPA) and indistinguishability against chosen-ciphertext
attacks (IND-CCA) are two public-key encryption techniques (IND-CCA). Indistinguishability under chosen plaintext attack
(IND-CPA) is characterized as a game between an adversary and a challenger for a probabilistic asymmetric key encryption
scheme. An adversary in computing systems is a polynomial time Turing machine, which must finish the game and emit a
‘‘guess” in a polynomial number of steps. The indistinguishability definitions for non-adaptive and adaptive Chosen Cipher-
text Attack (IND-CCA, IND-CCA2) are the same as for IND-CPA. In addition to the public key, the adversary has access to a
‘‘decryption oracle”, which decrypts arbitrary ciphertexts and delivers the plaintext at the request of the adversary.

The security model of the traceable one-time address scheme is defined. Without the secret key sk, extracting the long-

time public key PK from the given one-time Address Addr ¼ ðPKOneTime;R; r1Þ is difficult for any probabilistic polynomial-time
adversary.

The indistinguishability security of the traceable one-time address scheme is modeled by a game played by a challenger
and an adversary. The challenger generates a traceable one-time address scheme, while the adversary attempts to break the
scheme. First, the challenger generates three key pairs ðPKA; skAÞ; ðPKB; skBÞ; ðPKC ; skCÞ, and sends the long-time public keys
PKA;PKB;PKCto the adversary, and keeps the secret keys skA; skB; skC . The adversary outputs two distinct long-time public
keys PK0;PK1 from the same public key space to be challenged. The challenger generates a challenge one-time address
Addr� on one of the long-time public key PKnrandomly chosen from fPK0;PK1g. If tracing queries are allowed, then the adver-
sary can make tracing queries on any one-time address that is adaptively chosen by the adversary itself with the restriction
that no tracing query is allowed on challenge one-time address Addr�. Finally, the adversary outputs a guess of the chosen
one-time public key PKn in the challenge one-time address Addr�.

Formally, the security model of the indistinguishability public key against IND-PK-CCA can be described as follows.

� Setup. Let SP be the system parameters. The challenger runs the key generation algorithm to generate a key pair ðPK; skÞ
and sends PK to the adversary. The challenger keeps sk to respond to tracing queries from the adversary.
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� Phase 1. The adversary makes tracing queries on one-time addresses that are adaptively chosen by the adversary itself.
For a tracing query on the one-time address Addri;1 6 i 6 qT , the challenger runs the tracing algorithm and then sends
the tracing result to the adversary.

� Challenge. The adversary outputs two distinct long-time public keys PK0;PK1 from the same public key space, which is
adaptively chosen by the adversary itself. The challenger randomly chooses a bit n; n 2 f0;1g and then computes a chal-
lenge one-time address Addr�, which is given to the adversary.

� Phase 2. The challenger responds to tracing queries in the same way as in Phase 1 with the restriction that no tracing
query is allowed on Addr�.

� Guess. The adversary outputs a guess n0 of n and wins the game if n ¼ n0. The advantage eof the adversary in winning this
game is defined as
e :¼ 2 Pr½n ¼¼ n0� � 1
2

� �
Definition 1. (IND-PK-CCA) A traceable one-time address scheme is ðt; qT ; eÞ-secure in the IND-PK-CCA security model in
the absence of an adversary who can win the above game in time twith advantage e after making qT tracing queries. IND-
CCA is widely recognized for many cryptographic applications. However, IND-CPA security, that is, indistinguishability
(and one-way) against selected plaintext attacks, is typically significantly difficult to verify.
The IND-PK-CCA model is the standard security model for the traceable one-time address scheme. A weak version of the

indistinguishability security model, namely indistinguishability public key against chosen-plaintext attacks (IND-PK-CPA), is
also referred to as semantic security and defined as follows.

Definition 2. (IND-PK-CPA) A traceable one-time address scheme is ðt; eÞ-secure in the security model of indistinguisha-
bility public key against chosen-plaintext attacks (IND-PK-CPA) if the scheme is ðt;0; eÞ-secure in the IND-PK-CCA security
model, where the adversary is not allowed to make any tracing query.
Theorem 5. Suppose the hash function hash1 is a random oracle. If the CDH problem is difficult, then the traceable one-time
address scheme is provably secure in the IND-PK-CPA security model with reduction loss L ¼ qhash1 , where qhash1 is the number
of hash queries to the random oracle.
Theorem 6. Suppose the hash function hash1 is a random oracle. If the CDH problem is difficult, then the traceable one-time
address scheme is provably secure in the IND-PK-CPA security model with reduction loss L ¼ qhash1 , where qhash1 is the number
of hash queries to the random oracle.

The first instance has IND-PK-CPA security in this above security model. Moreover, the REACT conversion introduced by
Okamoto and Pointcheval [40] can convert an IND-CPA secure scheme into an IND-CCA secure scheme. So our second
instance has IND-PK-CCA security.

Proof 5. Suppose there exists an adversaryA, who can ðt; eÞ-break the traceable one-time address scheme in the above IND-
PK-CPA security model. Then, we can construct a simulator B to solve the CDH problem. The computational Diffie-Hellman
(CDH) assumption states that a given computing issue in a cyclic group is difficult. The cyclic group G, which has the order q,
is considered. Given a randomly generated generator g and random, the CDH assumption asserts that computing the value is
computationally intractable. Given as input a problem instance ðG;a � G; b � GÞ over the cyclic group ðG;G;nÞ, the simulator B
runs the adversary A and works as follows.

� Setup. Let SP ¼ ðG;G;nÞand hash1;hash2 be the two random oracles controlled by the simulator B. The simulator B sets
the long-time public key as PKA ¼ a � G where skA ¼ a. The long-time public key PKA is one of the problem instance a � G.

� H-Query. The adversaryAmakes hash queries in this phase. The simulatorB prepares two hash lists to record all queries
and responses as follows. In the beginning, the hash list is empty.
Let the i-th hash query be ðxi;GiÞ. If ðxi;GiÞ is already in the hash list, then the simulatorB responds to this query following
the hash list. Otherwise, the simulatorB randomly chooses yi 2 Zn and sets yi ¼ hash1ðxi;GiÞ. The simulatorB responds to
this query with hash1ðxi;GiÞ and adds ðxi;Gi; yiÞ to the hash list.

� Challenge. The adversary A outputs two distinct long-time public keys PK0;PK1 to be challenged, and a random number
r�1. The simulator B randomly chooses a group element w�, and computes as follows
r�2 :¼ hash1ðr�1;w�Þ
r�3 :¼ hash2ðr�2 � PKCÞ

R� :¼ r�2 � G
PKOneTime� :¼ r3 � Gþ R� þ PKn
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The simulator B sets the challenge one-time address as

Addr� ¼ ðPKOneTime�;R�; r�1Þ:
The challenge one-time address can be regarded as a generation of the message PKn 2 fPK0;PK1g using the random coin n,
if w� ¼ b � ða � GÞ

r�2 ¼ hash1ðr�1;w�Þ ¼ hash1ðr�1;ab � GÞ
r�3 ¼ hash2ðr�2 � PKCÞ

R� ¼ r�2 � G
PKOneTime� ¼ r3 � Gþ R� þ PKn

Let Addr� ¼ ðPKOneTime�;R�; r�1Þ be the challenge one-time address, which is a correct one-time address from the point of
view of the adversary, in the absence of hash query on b � aG to the random oracle.

� Guess. The adversary A outputs a guess or ?. The challenge hash query is defined as
Q � ¼ w� ¼ ab � G
The simulator B randomly selects one value Gi from the hash list G1;G2; . . . ;Gqhash1

as the challenge hash query. The sim-

ulator can immediately use this hash query to solve the CDH problem.

This completes the simulation and the solution. The correctness is analyzed as follows.
� Indistinguishable simulation. The correctness of the simulation has been explained above. The randomness of the sim-
ulation includes all random numbers in the key generation, the responses to hash queries, and the challenge one-time
address. They are
a; y1; . . . ; yqhash1 ;b

According to the setting of the simulation, where a; b; yi are randomly chosen, it is easy to see that the randomness prop-
erty holds, and thus the simulation is indistinguishable from the real attack.

� Probability of successful simulation.No abort is found in the simulation; thus, the probability of successful simulation is
1.

� Advantage of breaking the challenge one-time address. The challenge one-time address is a generation of PK0, if
r�2 ¼ hash1ðr�1;wÞ ¼ hash1ðr�1;ab � GÞ
r�3 ¼ hash2ðr�2 � PK0Þ

R� ¼ r�2 � G
PKOneTime�OneTime� ¼ r3 � Gþ R� þ PK0

The challenge one-time address is a generation of PK1, if

r�2 ¼ hash1ðr�1;wÞ ¼ hash1ðr�1;ab � GÞ
r�3 ¼ hash2ðr�2 � PK1Þ

R� ¼ r�2 � G
PKOneTime�OneTime� ¼ r3 � Gþ R� þ PK1

If the query ab � G is not made, then

hash2 hash1 r�1;ab � G� � � PKC
� �

is random and unknown to the adversary, so he has no advantage in breaking the challenge one-time address.
� Probability of finding a solution. The adversary has an advantage ein guessing the chosen message according to the
breaking assumption, the adversary will query ab � G to the random oracle with probability e. Thus, the adversary makes
qhash1 hash queries in total. Therefore, a random choice of Gi is equal to ab � G with probability e=qhash1 .

� Advantage and time cost. Let Ts denote the time cost of the simulation; Thus, Ts ¼ Oð1Þ. Therefore, the simulator B will
solve the CDH problem in time t þ Ts with advantage e=qhash1 .

This completes the proof of the Theorem 5. h

7. Comparison

Table 1 shows the comparison of the proposed scheme with CryptoNote V2.0. In Table 1, from the second to the fourth
column, demonstrate the length of the long-time private key jskj, long-time public key jPKj, and the length of the one-time
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Table 1
Functions and Computational Complexity.

jskj jPKj jAddrj AddrGen skOneTimeGen Trace

CryptoNote V2.0 2n 2jGj 2jGj 1hash + 3exp 1hash + 1exp –
First instance 2n 2jGj nþ 2jGj 2hash + 4exp 2hash + 2exp 1hash + 1exp
Second instance 2n 2jGj 3nþ 2jGj 3hash + 5exp 3hash + 2exp 3hash + 3exp

Table 2
Experimental Test.

AddrGen (ms) skOneTimeGen (ms) Trace (ms) SenderStatistics (ms) ReceiverStatistics (ms)

CryptoNote V2.0 1:67 0:56 – – –
First instance 2:23 1:11 0:56 1:13 1:12
Second instance 2:56 1:20 0:82 1:57 1:54
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address jAddrj. From the fifth to the seventh column, it demonstrates the computation complexity of the one-time address

generation algorithm AddrGen, the one-time private key generation algorithm skOneTimeGen, and the tracing algorithm Trace,
respectively. In Table 1, hash denote the hash computational complexity, and Exp denotes the exponential computational
complexity.

The table shows that the proposed scheme has the same length of the long-time private and public keys with CryptoNote
V2.0. The length of the introduced one-time address to achieve traceability is only n bits longer than the CryptoNote V2.0;
the computation complexity of the first instance of the one-time address generation/one-time private key generation is only
1hash + 1exp/1hash + 1exp more complex than the CryptoNote V2.0, respectively. the computation complexity of the second
instance of the one-time address generation/one-time private key generation is only 2hash + 2exp/2hash + 1exp more com-
plex than the CryptoNote V2.0, respectively.
8. Experimental results

A traceable one-time address scheme and the one-time address scheme of CryptoNote V2.0 are implemented on the
secp256k1 curve in C programming language, which contains approximately 300/200 lines of code, respectively. The Bitcoin
system is implemented using the Secp256k1 elliptic curve. Every point on this graph represents a valid Bitcoin public key.
When a user wants to produce a public key from their private key, they multiply their private key by a large number and
then divide the result by the Generator Point, which is a specified point on the secp256k1 curve.

In the implementation, the hash function is SHA-256. The computer information: Keynel x86_64 Linux 4.17.6–1-ARCH
with 1 core Intel i5-8250U 1.60 GHz and 16 GB RAM. Experiments show that the speed of our scheme and the one-time
address scheme of CryptoNote V2.0 depends on the concrete data. Therefore, multiple data tests are performed. Experimen-
tal results show that the average speed of address generation algorithms of CryptoNote V2.0 and the two instances are
1:67=2:23=2:56ms, respectively; the average speed of one-time private key generation algorithms of CryptoNote V2.0 and
the two instances is 0:56=1:11=1:20ms, respectively. The average speed of the two tracing algorithms is 0:56=0:82ms. The
average speed of the two SenderStatistics algorithms is 1:13=1:57ms, while that of the two ReceiverStatistics algorithms is
1:12=1:54ms. The speed of the proposed scheme and CryptoNote V2.0 is shown in Table 2.
9. Conclusion

Therefore, we proposed a traceable one-time address scheme to provide both anonymity for receivers and traceability for
the system supervisor. In the scheme, the sender can calculate a one-time address using the receiver’s public key or address.
Then, he can pay some amount to the one-time address. However, only the right receiver can calculate the corresponding
one-time private key by using his long-time private key. Since the one-time address is used only once, the recipient is anony-
mous. However, the supervisor of the system can compute the long-time public key from the one-time address. Thus, the
supervisor can trace the identity of the anonymous user. We defined two security models, constructed two scheme
instances, and proved that the two instances are secure in the IND-PK-CPA/IND-PK-CCA model, respectively. We implement
our two instances and the one-time generation scheme of CryptoNote V2.0 in the C programming language. The one-time
address generation time of our instances is 2:23=2:56ms; the one-time private key generation time is 1:11=1:20ms; the trace
time is 0:56=0:82ms. Although our scheme is slower than CryptoNote 2.0, we added 3 functions to the scheme, namely, trace-
ability, sender statistics, and receiver statistics. Finally, we build a blockchain system for Digital Museum assets and imple-
ment our two instances in the system.
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